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This paper presents a phased array system (PAS) with built-in calibration to reduce cost and improve 
the accuracy for vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications. Unlike other high-complexity and high-cost 
calibration methods, our proposed built-in calibration achieves a lower cost and low complexity by detecting 
only the magnitude. Conventional built-in calibration uses a mixer, thus causing high power consumption and 
high cost. However, our proposed built-in calibration method searches for the minimum of the vector-sum point 
from the signal by sampled lines on-board, resulting in a higher accuracy. The vector-sum point goes to a 
minimum when the phase and magnitude are in balance. Therefore, the phase and magnitude imbalance can be 
easily monitored by controlling phase shifters and attenuators in PAS. To verify our proposed built-in calibration 
in PAS, a T/Rx with four RF-chains and sampled lines was fabricated at 5.8 GHz. Its performance was then 
demonstrated through simulated and measured results. Moreover, a communication performance evaluation 
using an actual vehicle was performed both before and after calibration. As a result, we found that a signal 
without distortion was transmitted after calibration.
1. Introduction

As interest in autonomous driving continues to grow, the demand 
for vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication has increased rapidly. 
V2X communication is a crucial technique in modern transportation 
systems and requires the use of phased array systems (PASs) to facilitate 
communication [1]. These PASs are able to send and receive signals 
from a moving vehicle while also receiving signals from other sources 
that may also be in motion [2].

In V2X communication, PASs are employed to enhance efficiency 
and transmission performance. A key factor in achieving this is the use 
of beamforming techniques [3–7], whose performance is determined by 
the radiation field characteristics generated by each antenna element 
[8,9]. As such, it is imperative that the phase and magnitude of each 
element are balanced or the radiation pattern of the PAS may be ad-

versely affected by an inappropriate side lobe. Therefore, calibration is 
necessary to ensure efficient beamforming [10,11].

Several calibration methods for PASs have been researched, which 
can broadly be divided into off-board and on-board types. In the off-

board type methods, the system or instrument is calibrated outside of 
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the device using external equipment or tools. This includes far-field 
or near-field calibration [12–20], which are based on monitoring the 
maximum power received from the antenna at a far-field or near-field 
reference point. Off-board types are suitable for calibrating factory de-

fault settings, not periodic calibration, because it requires a reference 
antenna to measure the received power.

PASs used in vehicles not only require factory-level calibration but 
also calibration after shipment. The performance of a PAS can change 
over time due to variations in the temperature range inside a vehicle 
[21,22]; thus, periodic calibration is necessary, making built-in cali-

bration of the on-board type necessary [23]. On-board calibration is 
performed using peripheral fixed probes, mutual probes, or sampled 
lines. The peripheral fixed probe method corrects errors by inserting 
probes between antennas [12,24], while the mutual probe method can 
correct errors without additional antennas [12,25–27]. However, the 
two methods struggle to accurately distinguish signals from each radio 
frequency (RF) chain; therefore, the algorithm becomes complicated 
and the calibration accuracy is low. The sampled line method is sim-

ple to calibrate because the coupled signal is ideally identical across all 
RF-chains [28–31].
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of on-board built-in calibration using sampled lines: 
with a conventional (a) IQ mixer, (b) loopback scheme, and (c) proposed RF 
detector.

Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show conventional built-in calibration methods 
with sampled lines. In Fig. 1 (a), the beamforming transmitter and 
receiver can calibrate by detecting the phase and amplitude of each RF-

chain using an IQ mixer [32–36]. However, it requires IQ mixers, which 
cannot avoid IQ mismatch and power consumption. Fig. 1(b) shows the 
form of a closed-loop of a transceiver and the IQ mixer replaced by 
using a mixer [37,38]. For example, the phase and amplitude of the 
2nd Rx RF-chain can be relatively compared for the 3rd Rx RF-chain 
calibration with the 3rd Tx in operation. However, a mixer is still re-

quired, and RF paths for loop formation increase in complexity. Active 
elements required in conventional methods increase power consump-

tion and cost. To solve this, a new built-in on-board type calibration 
is needed. The aforementioned characteristics of state-of-the-art phased 
arrays with the calibrations are summarized in Table 1.

In this study, we replace the mixer with an RF detector, as shown in 
Fig. 1 (c), and propose built-in calibration by detecting only the magni-

tude. The use of RF detectors has a low cost because power consumption 
is low and inexpensive. However, using only magnitude provides low 
accuracy for calibration [20,39–43]. This is because the change in mag-

nitude is low near the maximum received power, making it difficult to 
detect the change. We propose a new built-in calibration that improves 
accuracy while simultaneously achieving a low cost.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1. The proposed built-in calibration is based solely on a comparison 
of the signal sampled by the main RF path in an on-board type as 
shown in Fig. 1 (c). Therefore, it does not require an additional 
reference antenna or detecting probe.

2. The proposed method monitors only magnitude on-board, achiev-

ing a lower cost and higher accuracy using the minimum vector-

sum than the conventional method.

3. The proposed system allows for periodic calibration after shipment 
in addition to factory initial settings by configuring the calibration 
in an on-board type method.

4. To verify the proposed built-in calibration, beam patterns and com-

munication performance in vehicles are compared before and after 
calibration.

Section 2 presents the proposed built-in calibration methodology, 
including how to calibrate the phase and magnitude for low cost and 
improved accuracy. In addition, the design of the proposed built-in 
calibration is explained and simulation results comparing performance 
before and after calibration are provided. In Section 3, the system con-

figuration and experimental environment are described and experimen-

tal results are compared before and after calibration. Finally, Section 4
585

presents the discussion and conclusion of this work.
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Table 1

Comparison of state-of-the-art phased arrays with calibration.

[20] [28] [38] This work

Method Far-field Mutual 
Probe

Sampled 
Line

Proposed

Periodicity X O O O

Cost 
Efficiency

O O X O

Accuracy Low Low High High

2. Proposed built-in calibration

2.1. Methodology

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of the antenna, amplifier, phase 
shifter, and attenuation for each channel, where two arbitrarily selected 
RF-chains with sampled lines are coupled and compared. When the 
same magnitude (𝛼) and phase (𝜙) are fed to two sampled lines, the 
detected signal of the RF detector goes to the maximum. Contrarily, 
the minimum (or null) is generated if the signal is fed to two sampled 
lines with a 180◦ phase difference. The detected signal (𝑠𝐷) from 𝑝-th 
and 𝑞-th RF-chains can be simply expressed by magnitude and phase as 
follows:

𝑠𝐷 = 𝑐𝑝𝑔𝑝𝑎𝑝𝑒
−𝑗𝜙𝑝 + 𝑐𝑞𝑔𝑞𝑎𝑞𝑒

−𝑗𝜙𝑞

= 𝛼𝑝𝑒
−𝑗𝜙𝑝 + 𝛼𝑞𝑒

−𝑗𝜙𝑞 ,
(1)

where 𝑐, 𝑔, 𝑎, 𝛼, and 𝜙 denote the coupling coefficient (a measure of 
how much power is transferred between the main RF line and sampled 
line), channel gain, attenuation level, magnitude, and phase by the RF-

chains, respectively. In the case of the conventional method, we simply 
assume that 𝜙𝑝 = 𝜙𝑞 = 0◦ in (1). (2) calculates the detected signal of 
the conventional method to the maximum as

𝑠𝐷 = 𝛼𝑝𝑒
−𝑗0 + 𝛼𝑞𝑒

−𝑗0 = 𝛼𝑝 + 𝛼𝑞. (2)

The proposed method is based on the detected signal, which com-

bines two selected antenna element signals with a 180◦ phase differ-

ence. Therefore, in the case of the proposed method, simply assume 
that 𝜙𝑞 = 𝜙𝑝 + 𝜋 and 𝜙𝑝 = 0◦ in (1). The detected signal goes to null 
where the magnitude of the arbitrary signals is the same in (3):

𝑠𝐷 = 𝛼𝑝𝑒
−𝑗0 + 𝛼𝑞𝑒

−𝑗𝜋 = 𝛼𝑝 − 𝛼𝑞. (3)

To design this, we have the sampled lines with a 180◦ phase dif-

ference in front of the RF detector, as shown in Fig. 1 (c). Then, the 
detected signal in the RF detector has the minimum values, as shown in 
(3).

When there is phase and magnitude imbalance, the change (Δ𝑆𝐷) 
of 𝑆𝐷 (log scale of 𝑠𝐷) means the accuracy of the calibration. This is 
because it is difficult to detect if the change in 𝑆𝐷 is small when it is 
imbalanced, so the accuracy of calibration is inevitably low. Assume 
𝛼𝑝 = 𝛼𝑞 = 1, and 𝜙𝑝 = 0. Then, the phase imbalance (|𝜙𝑝 −𝜙𝑞|) with 𝜙𝑞

as a variable is expressed. Δ𝑆𝐷(𝜙𝑞) is expressed as (4):

Δ𝑆𝐷(𝜙𝑞) = 𝑆𝐷(𝜙𝑞) −𝑆𝐷(𝜙𝑞 −Δ𝜙), (4)

where Δ𝜙 means the amount of phase change and Δ𝜙 = 1◦ in this 
paper. The magnitude imbalance can also be analyzed in the same 
way. Assume 𝜙𝑝 = 𝜙𝑞 = 0, and 𝛼𝑝 = 1. Then, the magnitude imbalance 
(|𝛼𝑝 − 𝛼𝑞|) with 𝛼𝑞 as a variable is expressed. Δ𝑆𝐷(𝛼𝑞) is expressed as 
(5):

Δ𝑆𝐷(𝛼𝑞) = 𝑆𝐷(𝛼𝑞) −𝑆𝐷(𝛼𝑞 −Δ𝛼), (5)

where Δ𝛼 is the magnitude change, and in this paper, Δ𝛼 = 0.01. Cal-
ibration is the process of comparing a reference element and adjusting 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of detected signals and changes between the conventional 
and the proposed method using the magnitude of two RF-chains: (a) phase im-

for balance. When the change (Δ𝑆𝐷) near a goal point between the ref-

erence and comparison elements is small and cannot be observed, high 
sensitivity is required to detect the change as shown in Fig. 2. Con-

versely, if the change (Δ𝑆𝐷) around the goal point is large, accurate 
calibration is possible. Thus, calibration for maximum directivity gain, 
as shown in Fig. 1 (c), is more difficult than monitoring the minimum 
(or null). The proposed method based on the conventional method uti-

lizes a minimum point to improve accuracy. The purpose of the phased 
array calibration is that the phase and magnitude of the arbitrary signals 
are well balanced; thus, the imbalances are easily detected by tracking 
the minimum from the proposed built-in calibration, as shown in Fig. 2.

The calibration of phase and magnitude is divided into two steps. 
Firstly, when calibrating two RF-chains, the RF-chains are divided into 
a reference role and a swept role. In a swept RF-chain, the phase is 
compared with the phase of the reference RF-chain as it travels from 0 
degrees to 360 degrees. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the conventional method 
shows little change in Δ𝑆𝐷 near the target phase imbalance of 0 degree; 
therefore, fine calibration is difficult. However, the proposed method 
has a large Δ𝑆𝐷 near the target phase imbalance of 0 degree so fine 
calibration can be carried out. Phase balance can ultimately be found 
by measuring null according to the phase change, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). 
Next, the magnitude balance can easily be found once the phase errors 
are diagnosed. Thus, the magnitude of attenuation is controlled to deter-

mine the magnitude imbalance. The magnitude balance can be decided 
when null goes to a minimum according to magnitude change, as shown 
in Fig. 2 (b). In other words, as shown in Fig. 2 (c), the depth of the min-

imum value (or null) changes in the detected signals by 10 magnitude 
imbalances. The proposed calibration method can distinguish and cali-

brate imbalances in the phase and magnitude through the location and 
depth of the null. After phase calibration, the 𝑆𝐷 change for magnitude 
imbalances is larger in the proposed method than in the conventional 
method; therefore, fine calibration can be carried out. The reason for 
guiding this process is that if the phase imbalance is excessively large 
(e.g. 50 degree), adjusting the attenuator will not significantly change 
the detected signal. During phase calibration, we do not leave as much 
as 50 degrees of phase imbalance. In the case of a 6-bit phase shifter, a 
maximum of 5.625 degrees of phase imbalance can occur. Unlike con-

ventional methods, our proposed method can be performed with only 
the detected magnitude. In this way, the proposed method has an RF 
power detector instead of an additional detecting antenna or probe, or 
mixers. Therefore, the proposed built-in calibration has low cost and 
improved accuracy.

2.2. Design of built-in calibration

In Fig. 3, the PAS with the proposed built-in calibration consists of 
three zones: the RF driver, T/Rx beamforming chain, and detection &
calibration. The RF drivers are designed to adjust the power level in 
both the transmitter and receiver modes. The RF signal output is trans-

mitted through the RF divider to the beamforming chains in transmitter 
mode. Contrarily, the RF signal input is received from the RF combiner 
in receiver mode. The T/Rx beamforming chains consist of attenuators 
and phase shifters which cause errors in the PAS. When the balance of 
the signal fed to each antenna element is distorted, the radiation pat-

tern of the phased array antenna is declined such as an unnecessary 
side-lobe. To address these issues, we propose the built-in calibration in 
PAS.

The proposed PAS is designed to operate in transmitter mode and 
receiver mode by the switch operation. The zone of detection and cal-

ibration is configured with switches, and sampled lines, which have a 
180◦ phase difference (=𝜆∕2). The switches are adopted to select the 
operation mode and calibration paths. Fig. 3 shows the proposed op-

erations in both the transmitter and receiver modes. For example, if 

balance and (b) magnitude imbalance. (c) Null depth by magnitude imbalance. the switches connect the transmitter path of antenna 2 and antenna 4, 

the two signals are compared on-board. Because the signals are given 
586
through the sampled lines, there is an advantage that the main signal 
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Fig. 3. Diagram in transmitter mode and receiver mode of the proposed built-in calibration. For example, antennas 2 and 4 in transmitter mode, and antennas 1 and 
3 in receiver mode are calibrating on-board.

Fig. 4. (a) Measurement environment before and after the proposed built-in calibration. (b) Implementation of a 1×4 phased array antenna and PAS board with an 
MCU. (c) Detailed view of the PAS board with the proposed built-in calibration. Measured results of the (d) transmission coefficients and phase. The output voltage 
of the RF detector according to the (e) phase and (f) magnitude imbalance.
does not have a significant effect. The two signals are compared with a 
phase difference of 180◦, and null is generated in the absence of an er-

ror. Also, if the receiver path of antenna 1 and antenna 3 is calibrating, 
the reference Rx signal is injected through the switch and two sampled 
587

lines. If the signals are coupled through the sampled lines after RF-
chains, then it does not significantly affect the overall communication 
efficiency. Finally, the RF power detector was used to diagnose the posi-

tion and depth of the null. The detector was selected in consideration of 
the dynamic range, and it receives an RF signal from the sampled lines 

and converts that into a voltage output. Also, the output is converted 
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Fig. 5. The simulated and measured radiation patterns of 1×4 phased array 
antenna without and with the proposed calibration in the (a) E-plane and (b) 
H-plane.

through an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and the output is moni-

tored as a digital signal. Based on the digital signal, the microcontroller 
unit (MCU) performs phase and magnitude adjustment for calibration 
through serial peripheral interface (SPI) communication.

3. Experimental validation

The proposed built-in calibration in PAS was fabricated to simply 
verify the performance in transmitter mode, as shown in Fig. 4. A 1×4 
phased array antenna was implemented with Taconic TLX-9 substrates 
having a dielectric constant of 2.5 and loss tangent of 0.0019. Here, the 
ground plane was 136 × 60 𝑚𝑚2, corresponding to 2.63 𝜆0 × 1.16 𝜆0
at 5.8 GHz. Also, A PAS board was separately fabricated with differ-

ent substrates, which is the Taconic RF-35 substrate having a dielectric 
constant of 3.5 and loss tangent of 0.0018. Fig. 4 (a) shows the measure-

ment environment for comparing before and after calibration using the 
proposed built-in calibration, where An anechoic chamber and a refer-

ence horn antenna were used. Fig. 4 (b) shows the 1×4 phased array 
antenna for the beam pattern comparison, PAS board, and MCU for the 
control. Fig. 4 (c) provides a detailed view of the top and bottom lay-

ers on the PAS board with the proposed built-in calibration, where RF 
588

outputs 1-4, RF common, SP4T, divider/combiner, T/RF beamforming 
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chains, power detector, and a 180° phase difference sampled line are 
described.

The PAS board was composed of a one-board by arranging the 
transmission/reception unit including the beamformer and the built-

in calibration unit on the top and bottom layer, respectively. Therefore, 
compared to existing beamformers, the overall size of the board is the 
same even though the proposed built-in calibration function is included. 
The proposed architecture uses a Wilkinson Divider with good isolation 
characteristics between paths to be less affected by the leakage signal 
and perform accurate calibration. In addition, since only a few signals 
are sampled by using a directional coupler for built-in calibration, there 
is no significant effect on the transceiver signal. The entire integrated 
circuit (IC) is controlled by utilizing SPI communication (SPI Interface) 
to reduce the number of pins compared to the IC to be controlled be-

tween the PAS board and the MCU. When controlling the phase shifter 
and attenuator of the beamformer, it is designed to sequentially adjust 
and calibrate each IC element. Therefore, in this study, the MCU can be 
used to adjust the switch to determine the overall T/Rx mode, adjust 
the switch to select the antenna path, and read the signal of the power 
detector that passed through the ADC.

To verify the proposed built-in calibration, an RF-generated source 
of 0 dBm was fed to the RF common port. The measured transmission 
coefficients of the PAS are shown in Fig. 4 (d). Then, the measured 
transmission coefficients of the RF common to RF 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 
-15.0 dB, -15.2 dB, -15.2 dB, and -15.6 dB at 5.8 GHz, respectively. In 
addition, the measured phase of the two sampled lines is shown in Fig. 4

(d) as 181◦ at 5.8 GHz. Thus, the sampled lines were well fabricated at 
the center frequency because the ideal phase difference was designed as 
180◦. The output voltage was measured by the RF detector, as shown in 
Fig. 4 (e) and (f). The RF detector (LTC5582) was adopted with a wide 
dynamic range of 59 dB, which is within the ±1 dB linearity error. 
The minimum of the output voltage, which was combined with two 10-

dB sampled signals from the main source, was the phase imbalance as 
shown in Fig. 4 (e).

In this paper, our proposed built-in calibration method was tested 
with four cases. The RF-chain of RF 1 can be compared with the RF-

chains of RF 3 and 4. Similarly, the RF-chain of RF 2 can be compared 
with the RF-chains of RF 3 and 4. Ideal theoretical values with open 
square symbols can be compared with the measured values with imbal-

ance. The measured phase imbalance of RF 1 - RF 3, RF 2 - RF 3, RF 1 
- RF 4, and RF 2 - RF 4 were 10.51◦, 1.12◦, 13.04◦, and 7.95◦, respec-

tively, which were the minimum point. The magnitude imbalance was 
tested in the same cases. The measured magnitude imbalances of RF 1 
- RF 3, RF 2 - RF 3, RF 1 - RF 4, and RF 2 - RF 4 were 0.023, 0.006, 
0.067, and 0.045, respectively. Errors in different states of the phase 
shifter and attenuator were compensated in advance. Finally, after the 
phase and magnitude imbalance was calibrated, the radiation pattern of 
the 1×4 phased array antenna was simulated and measured, as shown 
in Fig. 5. To verify the proposed built-in calibration in PAS, a 1×4 
phased array antenna was simulated with the proposed calibration by 
the EM simulator (CST Studio Suite 2022). The imbalance signals of the 
implemented PAS board were fed to each antenna element without cal-

ibration, which then caused an abnormal radiation pattern. Conversely, 
the balance signals were fed with the proposed calibration; thus, an ef-

fective radiation pattern was generated. Also, the simulated radiation 
patterns of the H-plane without and with calibration are showed in 
Fig. 5 (b). The balanced radiation pattern was generated through the 
proposed calibration, and the measured results are in good agreement 
with the simulation results. The proposed calibration does not require 
a mixer and shows good performance at low cost.

Our built-in calibration for V2X communication was tested on an 
actual vehicle, as shown in Fig. 6. The PAS with the proposed built-in 
calibration was mounted inside the vehicle and its communication per-

formance with a horn antenna outside the vehicle was tested, as shown 
in Fig. 6 (a). A PC (Samsung ATIV Book 9) calibrates the PAS board and 

controls the MCU for testing communication performance in the cen-
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Fig. 6. (a) Photograph of the PAS with built-in calibration and experiment set up inside and outside a car. (b) Measured constellations and EVM versus center, +30 
degree, and -30 degree directions from PAS for 64-QAM and 256-QAM before and after calibration.
ter, +30 degrees, and -30 degrees directions from the PAS. A USRP (NI 
2954R) was used for the signal modulation, such as 64-QAM and 256-

QAM with a sampling rate of 1M, 8 samples per symbol, and a symbol 
rate of 125k. The communication performance was tested before and 
after calibration, as shown in Fig. 6 (b), and as a result, a slight increase 
in error vector magnitude (EVM) was observed at the ±30 degrees di-

rections, and higher order such as 64-QAM to 256-QAM showed high 
589

distorted constellations before calibration. We can verify that the pro-
posed built-in calibration in PAS is useful for V2X communication. This 
guarantees PAS performance not only through factory default settings 
but also through periodic calibration when used in actual vehicles.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a new built-in calibration in PAS for low cost and im-
proved accuracy was proposed and verified at 5.8 GHz. In the proposed 
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built-in calibration, the process of detection and calibration is added 
for monitoring both phase and magnitude imbalances. The proposed 
method is both low complexity and low cost because it operates by de-

tecting only the magnitude. Moreover, the proposed built-in calibration 
is based only on the sampled signal from the main source; therefore, 
no additional reference antenna or probe is required. Calibration can 
therefore be performed not only at factory default settings but also with 
periodic built-in calibration in actual vehicles. The proposed method 
uses minimum vector-sum tracking to improve accuracy, and showed 
good performance in a theoretical analysis. In addition, in vehicle ex-

periments for V2X communication, the proposed built-in calibration 
delivered high-order modulated signals without distortion. Therefore, 
the proposed built-in calibration can be considered as a future solution 
for V2X communication applications.
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